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Letter From

GeorGe Gallate CEO

It’s an ExCItIng tImE hErE at rKg! 

on July 1st, rKG became a part of merkle, the largest independent marketing 
services agency globally. together, rKG and merkle have more than 2,600 staff. 

We will be a key part of a data-driven performance media team of more than 650 specialists.

By joining merkle, we are bringing greater value to our clients through expanded services and 
expertise. merkle has deep knowledge and resources in database management and analytics, 
digital strategy, creative, user experience, social media, email, mobile, web development and 
more. this complements rKG’s expertise in paid search, Seo, display, PLAs, social and feed 
management. Additionally, the combination of our clients’ media budgets makes us one of the 
largest agency-based media strategists, planners and buyers which will bring our joint client 
base even more leverage with the platforms. We’re excited to join a team that shares our belief 
in taking a data-driven approach to marketing.

In this edition of Dossier you’ll find articles on the power of Digital Visibility and Addressability at 
Scale. together they create competitive advantage through the application of data to the digital 
marketing landscape and help brands serve compelling content to the right customer at the 
right time – ultimately driving more value for their programs.

matt mIErzEjEwsKI hOnOrEd by Direct Marketing news

rKG’s eVP of Client Service & Delivery, matt mierzejewski, was named a Direct marketing News 
2014 40 Under 40 Award winner. this award recognizes young marketers who have made a 
significant impact on the industry and driven impressive results for their clients and organizations. 
matt has led our paid search team since 2008 and now oversees all client service departments. 
this recognition is true testament to the caliber of talent at rKG.

CatCh us On thE rOad!

our next road Show will be on September 17 in minneapolis, followed by a twins game. this is a 
free event where attendees will hear from experts in the digital marketing industry on the latest in 
paid search, Seo, PLAs, social media, and more. Guests will also have the opportunity to meet with 
speakers and other attendees after the show, and should leave with valuable insights to take their 
programs to the next level. to rSVP, visit rkgroadshow.com or email abatten@rimmkaufman.com. 

rKG will also be at several conferences in the coming months, including Shop.org’s Annual 
Summit in Seattle from September 29 – october 1, where ryan Gibson, our eVP of marketing 
Strategy, will be presenting with rKG client eXPreSS and Home Depot on cross-channel 
strategies. I will be a speaker at Fashion Digital NYC on october 21st and we will also have a 
speaker at PhoCusWright in November. If you’re there we’d welcome the chance to meet.

You can also check out rKG webinars at rkg.co/webinars. recent topics include Social media for 
eCommerce, Shopping Campaigns, and Strategies for Holiday.

Finally, I want to thank your business and continued interest in rKG.
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3. Go BiG or Go HoMe

Image quality and shape can impact 
performance in a big way. It may seem 
like stating the obvious, but high-quality, 
simple and gorgeous images go a long 
way. Speaking of going long, image height 
can also improve performance. taller, or 
more vertical images on Pinterest get more 
repins – specifically, images with a height of 
800 pixels show a significant spike in repins.3 
Something to consider in your image-
strategy and testing. 

2. Get notiCeD

Pinterest’s new Guided Search provides 
visual guides and tags to help users narrow 
down any searches made on the site. 
Pinterest wants to help users find things 
that they didn’t even know they wanted. 
When pinning your brand’s products, don’t 
take image descriptions for granted. think 
of them as “keywords” for Pinterest. Keep 
your brand visible by using interesting and 
compelling copy in your image descriptions.
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1. SHoW Me tHe MoneY! 

Believe it or not, price tags work in a big 
way on Pinterest. Including the price of 
the product in a pin increases likes by 36%,  
and can turn casual browsers into buyers.2 
By using rich Pins, marketers can include 
information like real-time pricing, availability 
and where to buy a product. rather than 
turning off consumers, including the price 
nudges the decision-making process along. 
Go one step farther and set price-alerts to 
let pinners know the price has changed — 
creating a second opportunity to boost 
conversion. 

It’s no secret that Facebook is boss when it comes to social media referral traffic. Just look at our 
Q2 data. Facebook accounts for a whopping 51% of all social media referrals, significantly more 
than any other platform. But let’s dig a little deeper. Facebook’s share of social referrals has been 
steadily sliding over the past year, down from 57% in Q2 2013.

Pinterest keeps gaining ground – increasing its reach from 13% to 21% year over year. If you think 
that still looks like small potatoes compared to Facebook, not so fast. the increase in referral 
traffic is exciting enough, but what should really get the attention of retailers is the dramatic 
difference in the value of those referrals. A Bloomreach study last year found that Pinterest traffic 
converts to a sale 22% more often than Facebook traffic, and spends 60% more as well.1 

In a short period of time, Pinterest has successfully expanded 
from a source of inspiration to a mecca of curated, shoppable 
products that increasingly draw consumers’ attention and 
wallets.

this holiday season is primed to be Pinterest’s debutante ball 
– where retailers in particular will see the trifecta of increased 
referrals, quality traffic and larger shopping carts come together 
to drive sales – showing us what Pinterest can really do.

So, what should retailers do to make the most of Pinterest 
this holiday season? Here are six tips to help your content 
perform better on Pinterest:

daltOn dOrnÉ

if social media were a high-school, facebook would be the popular 
cheerleader that gets all the attention, but i’d vote pinterest most 
likely to succeed.

4. Go eaSY on BranDinG

It’s easy to fall down the rabbit hole with 
branded content. Consumers don’t engage 
with your brand on social media just for 
great products, they engage with you for 
the experience you create and the great 
content you share. Non-branded content 

2014-Q2
2013-Q2

Share of Social Media Visits

Facebook

57%

51%

Pinterest

13%

21%

1 Bloomreach “Facebook vs. Pinterest” April 2013 2 http://www.shopify.com/infographics/pinterest 
3 http://danzarrella.com/infographic-how-to-get-more-pins-and-repins-on-pinterest.html
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gEOrgE mIChIE

While a paid search team should devote plenty of time to determining and implementing 
the best tactics for achieving their goals, sometimes taking a step back and questioning 
the goals themselves can bring about changes that have far more impact on performance.

At a high level this means asking “What is the ultimate objective of paid search for our 
company and how do we measure success against that goal?

Some may choose to ‘maximize roI’, but while picking only the lowest hanging fruit 
yields great per-piece profitability, it doesn’t yield much total profit, which is what you 
put in the bank at the end of the month.

to ‘maximize profits’, we’d still pick the lowest hanging fruit first, but also continue 
picking fruit higher up the tree until the value of the fruit we pick is equal to the cost of 
picking it.

Choosing to maximize profits is unquestionably a better alternative than maximizing 
roI, but even this goal may be short-sighted if we are taking an overly narrow view of 
the value of our portfolio.
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5. noBoDY liKeS a Control 
freaK

Social media 101: Creating a true community 
in the social space means you need to be 
social. Your community is creating content, and 
some of it is truly great. Stop trying to control 
the conversation and start harnessing great 
UGC by simply acknowledging it, creating 
campaigns that call for it and rewarding the 
best content and influential users. 70% of brand 
engagement on Pinterest is user-generated.4 
Sephora gets this. their #SephoraNailspotting 
campaign keeps it simple by asking users to 
tag their most creative manicures with this 
hashtag and they pin the best UGC on their 
Nailspotting board, then taking the extra step 
to make those pins shoppable. Sephora is 
giving their community a voice and promoting 
products at the same time – nailed it!

plays a big part in that experience and keeps 
people from tuning you out. this means 
both curating third-party content as well as 
creating your own non-branded content. 
motivational quotes overlaid on striking 
images are one example of high-performing 
non-branded content on Pinterest that can 
help strike a balance for your brand. User-
generated content (UGC) is another non-
branded (or lightly-branded) opportunity. 
the next time you catch yourself going full 
tilt with product pins, pump the brakes and 
make sure you’re maintaining a healthy 
brand/non-brand balance.

6. Don’t put BaBY in tHe 
Corner

Iconic 80s movies notwithstanding, Pinterest 
can be a jewel in your eCommerce crown, 
but be careful not to isolate Pinterest to, 
well, Pinterest. Share your best performing 
content on other social platforms, on your 
website or even in-store. Does that mean 
spam all fronts with the same content? No. 
But it does mean highlighting your best-
performing content is smart – and works. An 
example is a recent Nordstrom Facebook 
post that read: “You pinned it. What’s hot 
on Pinterest this week,” getting thousands 
and thousands of likes and shares. Another 
great Nordstrom example of spreading the 
Pinterest love is putting Pinterest logos on 
in-store products to send a visual signal to 
shoppers that this is a hot item on Pinterest. 
one of my favorite examples is Forever 21’s 
#F21xme campaign. Users can post snaps of 
their take on Forever 21 clothing and post 
it on Instagram using the hashtag. the best 
content appears on either the Forever 21 
website or their #F21xme Pinterest board, 
with both places allowing users to ‘shop 
the look’. moral of the story: nourish cross-
platform strengths to improve omnichannel 
performance. 

there you have it! Some easy tips to get your 
Pinterest account rocking for the holidays.

For more social media tips, including other 
platform and content strategies, watch rKG’s 
recent Social media for eCommerce webinar:  
rkg.co/rkg-social.

Dalton Dorné oversees all integrated marketing and 
Pr efforts at rKG with a focus on lead generation. In this 
role, she is also instrumental in driving the company’s 
social media strategy.

4 http://curalate.tumblr.com/post/80499787059/infographic-on-pinterest-70-of-brand-engagement-is

© trevor robertson



I would argue that many advertisers can and should push their paid search programs 
even beyond the perceived point of profit maximization for two reasons:

1. they might not actually be losing money. there is more immediate return than 
meets the eye because:

•	 there is tracking cookie breakage

•	 there are cross-device conversion losses

•	 there is affiliate cannibalization

•	 there is offline spillover

•	 there are other valuable actions that you may not be crediting to paid search

2. any short-term losses might be more than made up for by long-term gains 
resulting from taking a portfolio view of the investment. there is long-term gain in 
investing more from:

•	 Customer lifetime value

•	 Benefits of greater scale with vendors or advertising partners

•	 Greater word-of-mouth base

•	 replacing customer attrition

•	 Using the proceeds of the best investments to invest in additional growth

For the sake of simplicity, let’s assume that we have a crystal ball and we can accurately 
quantify all of those missing bits of value from #1 above. Focusing on the portfolio 
factors from #2, how aggressively can a company drive marketing without wrecking?

undErstandIng dImInIshIng margInal rEturns

Figure 1 represents a typical healthy diminishing marginal returns graph. returns 
diminish because we make smart buying decisions. We buy the most effective media 
with the first bit of the budget, the next most effective second, and so on. 

to be clear, we’re talking about different potential levels of media spend over the same 
time period. If you only had $10K to spend, you’d cherry pick, right?

the “returns” here could be anything: revenue less cost of goods, leads that have 
understood value, app downloads, advertising revenue, whatever. If we then subtract 
the advertising costs themselves we get to something that I’ll call ‘marketing income’. 
We then have the results presented in Figure 2.

the highest rate of return happens with the very first dollar spent, but in this example 
the greatest aggregate marketing income happens at $170K in spend. this is when the 
incremental returns exactly match the incremental advertising costs, so the slope of the 
curve at that point is zero. 

8 |  DOSSIER 5.2

After that point, the marketing income from any increase in spend turns negative all the 
way to $380K in spend where we’re at zero marketing income.

Why would you go there? to make more money down the road and avoid a marketing 
death spiral.
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a gOOd POrtfOlIO

In a good portfolio, the marketer has taken advantage of the lowest hanging fruit 
principle to generate a diminishing returns curve. We’re comfortable going beyond 
marketing income maximization at $170K in spend to breakeven marketing income at 
$380K on the grounds that the portfolio as a whole is cash neutral and that the additional 
customers we will reach are acquired at a defensible price.

If we use $100 as the value of a customer interaction, be it a lead, order or some other 
conversion, we can calculate the number of customers we reach at each marketing 
spend level in the example above. Because the $100 customer interaction value is 
constant, the incremental customers we acquire at each spend level decreases just as 
our incremental return does.

If we focus on measuring new customers, we see that moving from marketing income 
maximization to the breakeven point gets us an additional 1442 customers at an average 
cost of $52 per customer. this means we spent $152 on each new customer between the 
profit maximization point and the breakeven point, or in other words, we used up the 
entire $100 value of each new customer’s conversion, plus another $52.

Depending on the business, a $52 cost to obtain new customers might absolutely 
be defensible on the grounds of customer lifetime value, word-of-mouth value, scale 
advantages, and replacing customer attrition.

But looking at the incremental returns as we move farther towards breakeven, you might 
push back and say: “okay the $52 average I can stomach, but the $100+ loss of those 
last increments just can’t be justified.” Fair enough, it may be smart to pull back a few 
notches.

If you’re more ambitious, one last argument that you could use for pushing beyond even 
the breakeven point to an overall loss per customer of $50 is to say: 

“Look, the efficiency of the initial paid search investment is so great — throwing off cash 
to generate customers — that we should reinvest that money in growth until it hurts.

It’s like finding a $100 bill on the sidewalk. You could keep the $100 and feel good about 
the day, or you could use the $100 to buy into a poker tournament and try to gain even 
more money. If you lose the $100, it’s a shame, but you’re losing ‘found’ money; why not 
try to parlay that into something amazing?”

All these arguments are premised on buying deeper into a good portfolio. What if that’s 
not the case though?
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FIGURE 4
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a bad POrtfOlIO

A good portfolio can turn into a bad portfolio based on the shape of the diminishing 
returns curve. In this example — extreme to make the point — the curve flattens out 
entirely beyond the point of profit maximization. You can spend more, but there simply 
isn’t anything more to get from the channel.

A scenario like this can happen in paid search when your ads are effectively at the top of 
the page for everything, or your competitors are spending so much more aggressively 

than you that you can’t raise bids by justifiable amounts to generate any meaningful 
additional traffic and value. 

If your marketing income graph looks anything like this, stopping short and forgetting 
the portfolio argument makes total sense. otherwise, you’re just putting money into a 
shredder.

an ugly POrtfOlIO

An ugly portfolio is produced by buying media to follow some strategy that isn’t 
connected to observed results. Following a faulty strategic vision rather than data leads 
to picking fruit in almost random order, meaning the returns generated from the amount 
spent do not reflect the greatest return possible for that level of expenditure.

this can happen when we make spending decisions based on notions like:

•	 “I want to be in position 2 for these keywords, position 5 for these 
keywords and position 7 for these others.”

•	 “I want maximum impression share for these ads, but not those.”

•	 “Let’s bid $1 for these ads, $2 for those, and $3 for these.”

•	 “If someone has visited my Youtube channel spend $10 for them.”

•	 “I don’t want to spend money on PLAs. Google Shopping used to be 
free so I’m not going to pay for it now.”

these decisions could have some rationale behind them, but unless they are also in line 
with observed data, they lead to random allocation of budget and HUGe opportunities 
for both growth and efficiency improvements.

the signs of an ugly portfolio manifest themselves in mid-to-high traffic ads that are 
hemorrhaging money, but still active and still generating significant traffic. often at 
the same time, other high traffic ads or collections of similar low traffic ads are hugely 
efficient but not in prominent ad positions and not generating much traffic.

Such a ‘portfolio’ might have a positive roI as a whole, but it doesn’t have nearly the 
scale or efficiency it could have if data drove decisions rather than opinions.

even in 2014, with all the professional paid search software available to make ad buying 
mathematically rational, we see a startling number of ugly portfolios out there when 
reviewing programs managed by others.

EvaluatIng thE CurvE

Let’s assume that you’ve at least avoided the pitfalls of the ugly portfolio and drive by 
data. Let’s also assume you’ve done all of the blocking and tackling associated with 
keyword builds, feed optimization for PLAs, ad copy and landing page testing, match 
types, negatives, dayparting, geo-targeting, the whole nine yards. 

the program is hitting on all cylinders, but how do you know where you are on the 
diminishing returns curve, and whether the next level of spending, or the last, for that 

bad Portfolio
Play

BAD PORTFOLIO: DIMINISHING MARGINAL RETURNS
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matter, makes sense? How do you know whether 
you’re in good, defensible portfolio land or bad, 
indefensible portfolio land?

Google’s Bid Simulator data is still the most 
direct means for assessing the marginal return on 
your paid search investment at a granular level. 
Smart testing of the landscape, pushing where 
data suggests the best marginal return is, makes 
excellent sense, as does pulling back where the 
projected loss of traffic is small relative to the cost 
savings.

We also entered the detailed discussion with the 
assumption that we already had a good handle 
on the harder to measure parts of the value equation. make sure you actually do before 
pulling back.

Finally, understand your business metrics relating to lifetime value and how word-of-
mouth recommendations contribute to that value. If you have no idea where to start, 
consider doing this down and dirty analysis:

1. Conduct a survey of random converting new customers who reached your site 
through a brand search or direct navigation and who had no prior interaction with 
other marketing channels, as best you can tell. 

2. Ask them: “Why did you come to our site that day?”

3. tally up the fraction of these new customers who say something like “a friend/relative 
suggested I go to your site,” and call that X. You might be startled at how large X is.

4. Determine what fraction of all customers are new customers coming in via brand 
search or direct navigation. Call that Y.

5. multiply X and Y and call that Z. might Z represent the number of additional 
customers brought in by the word-of-mouth of other customers? Would that 
materially increase your calculation of the lifetime value of your customers?

Hacky, yes. But sometimes hacks produce valuable enlightenment that serves as a great 
starting point for further refinement.

COnClusIOn

Building a portfolio that pays dividends over the long haul should be everyone’s goal, 
and we must find our unique answers in our own performance data. the temptation to 
use paid search as a cash machine is powerful and we need to make sure that we aren’t 
setting ourselves on a course towards a death spiral with an ever-shrinking customer 
base by thinking about short-term profits more than long-term business health.

Smart testing of the 

landscape, pushing where data 

suggests the best marginal 

return is, makes excellent 

sense, as does pulling back 

where the projected loss of 

traffic is small relative to 

the cost savings.

George Michie is a widely acknowledged thought-leader in online 
marketing. He helped develop rKG’s proprietary technology 
platform and continues to play a role in its evolution.
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Consumer behavior is in a state of 
constant flux with regard to digital media 
consumption patterns, expectations and 
purchase behaviors. this instability is 
creating major disruption for 
consumer brands attempting 
to acquire and build long-
lasting customer relationships 
that outperform those of 
competitors. 

today’s greatest opportunity 
for competitive advantage 
lies in the ability to achieve 
addressability at scale (AAS), 
which is enabled through 
the evolving digital audience 
platforms that are now at 
massive scale. 

An audience platform is a 
technology that enables 
automated, real-time delivery 
of targeted, personalized 
experiences to individuals 
(known and anonymous) at 
scale, utilizing first-party data. 
to exploit the opportunity 
of AAS, marketers will need 
a core set of capabilities 
and enablers that we call 
Connected Crm (cCrm)™.

It will be necessary to integrate first-
party data and analytics throughout the 
customer lifecycle, executing a seamless 
consumer experience across first- and 

Creating Competitive Advantage Through
the Digital Audience Platforms

CraIg dEmPstEr



third-party audience platforms, devices, 
and experience formats. the opportunity 
for efficiency and scale within the 
addressable audience platforms dwarfs 
that of the historical offline direct 
marketing opportunity. In my opinion, it 
is poised to generate 10 times the value 
for those companies willing to take first-
mover advantage. 

addrEssabIlIty at sCalE 

Addressability at scale (AAS) can most 
easily be defined as the opportunity to 
create competitive advantage through an 
ability to deliver targeted, personalized 
experiences to consumers. 

cCrm is all about using addressability to 
increase the targetability, relevance, and 
measurement of marketing impressions 
and experiences across the customer 
lifecycle in both the online and offline 
channels and media. 

today’s ever-expanding and highly 
dynamic platforms, such as Google, 
Facebook and twitter, are enabling 
marketers to scale addressability to 
unprecedented levels, at record speed. 
this gives rise to a new breed of 
marketer who has the competencies to 
master and implement the integrated 
data management, technological and 
execution capabilities, and establish the 
operating model needed to leverage 
AAS. 

this Platform marketer has a deep 
understanding of cCrm principles, as 
well as the knowledge and innovative 
forethought to thrive in the world of 

digital audience platforms. the Platform 
marketer competencies are:

•	 Identity	management

•	 Audience	management

•	 Consumer	privacy	and	compliance

•	 Media	and	channel	optimization

•	 Measurement	and	attribution

•	 Experience	design	and	creation

•	 Technology	stack

But what lies at the heart of the 
evolving role of the Platform marketer 
is the opportunity for AAS, which is 
really here…now. the macro trends of 
media and channel digitization, scaled 
social networks, and the mobility of 
the population are the prominent 
enablers of this drive toward individualized 
interactions. And as these trends continue to 
increase in scale, so will our capacity for 
addressability. 

Today’s ever-expanding 
and highly dynamic 
platforms, such as 
Google, Facebook and 
Twitter, are enabling 
marketers to scale 
addressability to 
unprecedented levels, at 
record speed. 
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Looking back, the “AAS 1.0” addressable 
platform at scale was the United States 
Postal Service (USPS). there were many 
engagement tools offered by the USPS 
and the third-party providers that helped 
us optimize on the platform. 

Companies became (or hired) experts in 
using those tools to deploy analytics to 
leverage both first- and third-party data. 
Brands like Capital one, GeICo and 
DirectV were actually executing Connected 
Crm (cCrm) strategies, just with a different 
framework than today’s. the winners made 
marketing advancements like we had never 
seen before. 

In reality, “AAS 2.0” has many parallels. 
We have seen the digital platforms scale, 
creating the addressability opportunity 
through search, video, display, and social 
media. they are providing us with different 
toolsets and targeting products that we 
can use to optimize on their platforms, 
such as Google’s Google Display Network, 
the Bid manager toolset, or the AdWords 
toolset, which offers addressable targeting 
products such as remarketing lists for 
search ads (rSLA). 

For Facebook, targeting products 
include the Facebook exchange (FBX) 
and Custom Audiences, which can be 
optimized through a number of certified 
third-party partner toolsets. For twitter, 
it’s products like tailored Audiences, 
Keyword targeting, and tV conversation 
targeting, in which audiences can be 
purchased directly or through third-
party partner toolsets. thousands of 
companies are developing technologies 
and toolsets to optimize on these 
platforms. 

there are many methods of addressable 
targeting, such as direct name and 
address match, real-time bidding in 
the exchanges, intent-based targeting 
through search platforms, or segment-
based targeting coming from other social 
media companies. most of these didn’t 
even exist four years ago. 

the opportunity of addressability at 
scale in the digital audience platform is 
massive, and it’s rapidly changing the 
marketer’s ability to more efficiently and 
effectively manage the marketing funnel, 
from awareness to consideration and 
remarketing and, ultimately conversion. 
So, the crucial question is: who is going 
to take advantage of AAS 2.0? I believe 
there will be significant winners and 
losers. Which will you be?

This article first appeared in Ad Age in 
February, 2014.

We have seen the digital 
platforms scale, creating 
the addressability 
opportunity through 
search, video, display, 
and social media.
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Craig Dempster manages the digital agency inside 
of merkle. Now with over 650 employees and more 
than $500 million in annual media spend under 
management, the team is comprised of digital strategy, 
experience design, creative and web development, 
and media capabilities, which include social, search, 
display, email and mobile.
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adam audEttE

“How can I avoid search engine penalties?” this is a reasonable question that I'm 
often asked. over the last year, this question has become more important as search 
engines, especially Google, have become more aggressive in applying penalties.

Penalties are surprisingly easy to avoid. At the extreme end of things, simply do nothing. 
Do not invest in the organic search channel. Do not hire consultants or agencies. Pay no 
attention to it at all.
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Unfortunately, that’s not a viable strategy for the enterprise. organic search traffic is 
often one of the top three drivers of visits and revenue for enterprise companies and, as 
a profit center, organic search is one of the most efficient.

At the extreme other end of the spectrum, businesses can pour money into all manner 
of in-house Seo departments, proprietary and third-party tools, consultants, agencies, 
and ‘gurus’.

there are pitfalls here, too, of course. As business strategies walk further out towards 
the edge of the cliff towards higher returns, they are exposed to higher risk.

In thE fIEld Of sEarCh EngInE OPtImIzatIOn, all rOads dO 
nOt nECEssarIly lEad tO rOmE

Plunging into Seo without knowledge of its history and basic principles is akin to 
Napoleon marching his troops into russia without knowing how bitter the winters are: it 
won’t end well. It should prove useful to perform a high level overview of recent history 
in order to illuminate where things are today.

today’s environment is unlike anything we’ve seen in the past. We have entered the era 
of penalties in Seo. 

Google has led innovation in the area of fighting web spam, primarily due to its ruthless 
focus on growth and shareholder value. this focus places a significant value on its paid 
search business due to its prominence as a revenue driver for the company. Because of 
this, the organic search results are vital to their paid counterparts: without them the paid 
results cannot exist. 

Google’s value in search hinges on the existence and quality of its organic results. If 
these were to lose relevance and value to its users, engagement would greatly decrease, 
thereby lowering the occurrence of paid search clicks and, as a result, driving volume 
and company revenue down.

to prevent this from occurring and to stay ahead of those trying to beat the system, 
Google must continue to deploy ever more creative spam fighting tactics.

hOw sEarCh EngInEs dEmOtE lOw-qualIty sItEs

there are fundamentally two types of penalties a search engine can deploy to help 
push irrelevant pages down the organic rankings: algorithmic and manual. Algorithmic 
penalties are the result of certain processes designed by search engines to demote sites 
in search results for specific infractions.

For example, Google’s Panda algorithm is a machine-learning classifier designed to 
demote things like low-quality or ‘thin’ content, ad-heavy pages without authority or 
credibility, and low engagement pages and websites. 



the Penguin algorithm, also by Google, is designed to demote things such as low 
quality or ‘spammy’ links, excessive use of keyword-rich anchor text within links, and 
overly aggressive internal links (such as stuffed footers). these are algorithmic and 
scheduled processes.

In contrast, Google and other search engines also deploy manual penalties. these 
are primarily reserved for major offenses: very aggressive Seo tactics such as doorway 
pages or sites, presenting different content to users and search engines (cloaking), and 
widespread link buying and spamming.

hOw Can wE InCrEasE thE PErfOrmanCE Of Our OrganIC 
ChannEl wIthOut ExPOsIng OursElvEs tO rIsK?

If Google can hire the smartest thinkers in the world to solve problems related to Seo, 
as humble everyday marketers how can we possibly compete? 

the answer is surprisingly simple.

the antidote to penalty risk is first to ignore what search engines are doing and focus 
instead on your users. “Chasing the algorithm”, or attempting to completely reverse-
engineer a search engine in order to learn precisely what causes a page to rank where, 
is, quite simply, a waste of time. Secondly, marketers can avoid penalties by engaging in 
sustainable, high-quality Seo strategies and tactics.

Search engines follow users. Ultimately, a search engine like Google wants only one 
thing: to maximize engagement so they can grow their search share. to do so, they 
focus on what results their users want. Here is a place where site owners and search 
engines come together and agree. 

It’s the users we want too, not the search engines; the engines are simply the means 
to the end we seek. We are not optimizing for search engines. on the contrary, we are 

optimizing for the visitors we secure 
from search engines. this is a basic 
but key understanding in the field of 
Seo.

Now, certainly a deep knowledge of 
search engines and technical website 
development is useful. We have to 
know how to best create sites that are 
easily crawled and indexed by search 
engines. But we also have to know what 
types of content our users want to find, 
because that is ultimately what will be 
ranked and what will drive traffic. 

In short, sustainable Seo is really focused on gaining knowledge and applying it in 
these five areas:

1 technical site structure and search engine crawling and accessibility

2 Query behavior and its associated volume, frequency, and value in the context of 
relevance

3 Business and competitive intelligence

4 User behavior and analytics

5 Content strategy and marketing, including social media

there is no magic or secret to Seo. At its fundamental core, it is a series of informed 
decisions that have been integrated into the fiber of a website. Its outcome is invisible. 
Proper Seo should have no visible face on a site. It is an invisible layer beneath a 
compelling user experience.

what dOEs a mOrE COmPEtItIvE sEO landsCaPE mEan fOr 
thE EntErPrIsE? 

It means investing in an Seo department or specific roles within the organization. It 
certainly means investing in tools and technology. And it absolutely means investing in 
the right types of consultants and agencies to help support the program.

But it also means acknowledging that excessive risk in Seo is a fool’s errand that nearly 
always ends with a fall from the cliff. It isn’t necessary to teeter on the edge by engaging 
in high-risk tactics like link buying. In fact, enterprise programs today benefit online in 
much the same way they benefit offline: known brands are more likely to have established 
followings and are immediately more credible within search engines. 

The antidote to penalty risk is first to 

ignore what search engines are doing and 

focus instead on your users. “Chasing the 

algorithm”, or attempting to completely 

reverse-engineer a search engine in 

order to learn precisely what causes 

a page to rank where, is, quite simply, a 

waste of time. 
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There is no magic or secret to SEO. its 

fundamental core, it is a series of informed 

decisions that have been integrated into the 

fiber of a website. Its outcome is invisible. 

Proper SEO should have no visible face on a site. 

It is an invisible layer beneath a compelling 

user experience.



Competing for search traffic in this era of penalties means thinking first and foremost 
about the experience we’re setting out to create and tying that to business goals. only 
then should we complement these goals with specific organic search strategies and 
tactics.

We will continue to see, as we have for the last several years, Seo strategy get folded 
into the enterprise and become further institutionalized. In this environment, high-risk 
tactics that are short-sighted and look only to improve short-term performance will not 
be tolerated, nor should they be. 

the enterprise needs sustainable strategies. Do you want to be front page news after 
Google applies a manual penalty due to short-sighted tactics like link spam? For a 
Fortune 100 company, such incidents can certainly move the stock ticker downwards. 
Consultants and agencies who put unwitting clients at risk by engaging in such tactics 
without disclosing them are responsible for the penalties they produce, and may be on 
the hook for much more than that.

COnClusIOn

It’s clear that sustainable strategies win the day in Seo. the only surefire way to avoid a 
penalty, other than completely ignoring Seo (which could lead to danger on its own), is 
to focus on providing valuable content. this is supported through expertise in technical 
Seo and crawling issues, and through the smart mapping of queries that are relevant to 
content assets and matched to user intent. 

rKG does not engage in link building, and I no longer recommend its practice. Instead, 
we recommend companies build content strategies that are of value, and use established 
public relations and marketing outreach techniques to spread the message that these 
assets exists. 

Valuable content creates meaningful experiences that are naturally shared, talked about, 
and yes, linked together. However, the links are an outcome of the real work, which is 
to put something online that your users want, and ultimately what will continue to bring 
them back time and again.

Surely it’s easier said than done, but don’t make your life difficult by incurring unnecessary 
risk. Focus instead on the long view and sustainable, high-quality Seo that is first and 
foremost about the user.

adam audette has been active in the search marketing industry 
since 1996 and is a top-rated presenter at premier industry events. 
He contributes to the strategic direction of rKG’s paid and organic 
search marketing services, as well as the creation of new initiatives.
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In the mid and late 90’s we heard ‘digital will change the world’. It has. New businesses 
were created. old, long-term successful businesses were destroyed. Information was 
made available to all. In many ways, playing fields were leveled.

In the second half of the first decade of this new century we were told mobile would 
change everything again. It took time, but it has. It did because mobile is the physical 
connection to the digital world. What only used to be accessible with a wire, at an 
expensive terminal, with an expensive connection is now available ‘real time, right here, 
right now, real cheap’. 

Advances in technology and relatively low cost bandwidth have put in the hands of the 
masses an ability to create content at massive scale, and they have.

We live in interesting times. 

gEOrgE gallatE
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the relatively low cost of connectivity and declining cost of technology has connected 
the world. According to the latest data from the International telecommunications 
Union (published in 2014) 95.5% of the world’s population has a mobile phone up from 
less than 20% in 2001. Now, 40.4% of the world uses the internet with 32% having a 
mobile broadband subscription.
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enough? When many marketers thought we’d had all of the digital changes we could, 
social gave the masses voice and reach. the advantage of one of the last barriers that big 
business had, the ability to ‘buy’ an audience, was diminished. Individuals could more 
easily ‘win’ or earn audiences. more than that, they could create community, globally. 

mobile and social together have caused another new paradigm in which businesses 
are created and old ones, not able to adapt to these new opportunities, have been 
destroyed. this combination is so powerful it has helped bring about regime change.

two final points of data, about data. 

In 2010 eric Schmidt, then Ceo and now executive Chairman of Google, stated that 
every two days we create as much information as we did from the dawn of civilization 
up until 2003. He went on to say, “the real issue is user-generated content” noting that 
pictures, instant messages and tweets all add to this.

At the start of this year at NrF, Ginni rometty, the Ceo and Chairman of IBm, reported 
that, ‘80% of the world’s data was created in the last 2 years’. 

So, with this proliferation of opportunity you’d 
expect everything gets easier for marketers. 
to the contrary, it’s more difficult. It’s probably 
best summed up by the truism attributed to the 
philosopher George Berkeley from around 1710:

“If a tree falls in a forest and no one is around to 
hear it, does it make a sound?” 

Berkeley’s concise wisdom is even more impressive 
in the age of twitter – only 82 characters including 
spaces! 

the marketer’s issue is not creating or curating 
content. It is about creating connections with the 
right audiences, at the right time, at massive scale. 
It’s making their content discoverable, ensuring 
it’s seen and heard. And it’s about doing this while 
interpreting the data signals created so that it is 
done in a measurable and repeatable way.

At rKG we call this challenge the need to create 
‘Digital Visibility’. We create Digital Visibility 
to drive business outcomes – sales, calls, visits, 
awareness, influence.this is done by connecting 
with consumers in three ways...

Paid is the start. We’re still able to buy a 
targeted connection. our ads, whether they 
be text, display, PLAs or retargeted content, 
intercept other people’s content. 

Search, whether organic or paid, is creating 
an incredibly important data signal. ‘It’s 
what’s important to me now’. this is the 
closest we get to the cash register.

Social is ‘what’s important to people I like, 
or people like me’. It has the same or even 
more powerful impact than word-of-mouth. 
It creates the opportunity for massive 
influence and ultimately sales.

We create a connection through content. Having 
the right content available in the right channel 
results in a consumer interaction that then creates 
a measurable data signal. 

39% of companies use social 
media services as their 

primary digital tool to reach 
customer. this is expected 
to grow to 47% within four 

years.

−mcKinsey quarterly
April 2012, Demystifying Social media

60% of B2B buying decisions 
are made before direct 

contact with the company.

−forrester

70% of the buying process 
is complete in a complex 
sale before the buyer is 

prepared to talk with a live 
salesperson.

−sirius decisions
via Curata



Check out our other great content from webinars and infographics to our 
industry-leading blog:
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the interpretation of these signals allows us to understand 
intent and improve Digital Visibility at a system-wide level.

the digital media platforms, especially the social and search 
driven ones, provide addressability at scale. therein lies the 
opportunity to use the data signals around intent to test, 
improve, repeat and rollout at massive scale.

At rKG, we see Digital Visibility as a cross-channel discipline 
that uses data collected from each channel to inform the 
others and allows us to understand how best to reach users 
– on which medium, with which message, and at what time – 
and ultimately reach our clients’ goals.

And in doing so, we avoid what Berkeley forewarned of more than 300 years ago. to paraphrase:

“If content is created in a digital ecosystem and there is no interaction, was it really created?” 

….96 characters with spaces. Not as good as Berkeley, but still tweetable!

“if content is 

created in a 

digital ecosystem 

and there is no 

interaction, was it 

really created?” 

George Gallate brings to rKG visionary leadership, energy and a long history of driving 
innovation in the digital industry. He is keenly interested in the intersection of search 
and social media and the use of data to mine customer intent as well as build brands.
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is Your Brand Getting the 
Most out of Google Shopping 

this Holiday Season?
for retailers, plas on average were 50% of non-brand paid search 
clicks in Q2. With the PLA landscape changing so close to the holiday, 
knowing what mistakes to avoid and what strategies and tips to implement 
is critical to success.

Let rKG help you make the most of Google Shopping this season. 
Contact us at info@rimmkaufman.com and check out these helpful 
resources:

Join Google, Venus, merkle and rKG for a poSt-MiGration WeBinar 
on GooGle SHoppinG BeSt praCtiCeS, success stories and 
learnings on Sept 23, 2014 at 1pm et.

rSVP to join or get the recording at rkg.co/gsc-webinar

rkg.co/gsc-transition

Watch rKG’s Webinar, 
GooGle SHoppinG 

CaMpaiGn tranSition, 
for migration strategies and 

mistakes to avoid.

Check out our top tipS for GooGle’S 
CHanGinG pla lanDSCape, presented 
at Shop.org omW.

rkg.co/pla-omw

George brings to rKG visionary leadership, energy and a long history of driving innovation in the digital 
industry. He is keenly interested in the intersection of search and social media and the use of data to 
mine customer intent as well as build brands.
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search marketing services.
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Founded in 2003, rKG is a search and digital marketing agency that combines superior marketing 
talent with world-class digital media capabilities to create the industry’s most effective data-
driven digital marketing solutions. rKG drives business to clients by maximizing a full range of 
opportunities including paid search, Seo, product listing ads, social media, display advertising 
and comparison shopping engine management services. In 2014, rKG became a part of merkle, 
creating the largest independent search agency. rKG is headquartered in Charlottesville, VA with 
offices in Bend, or and Boston, mA. For more information visit www.rimmkaufman.com or follow 
the company on twitter @rimmkaufman.
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